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ABSTRACT

The model according to which space subreality and time subreality are created during
Big Bang is introduced. The first one is centrosymmetrical, the second anticontrosym-
metrical. One to another they are transformed by mutual "replacement" space and time.
Such subrealities are not antisubrealities and their elementary particles (appeared through
Big Bang) are not able to annihilate completely because of symmetry conditions. This
leads to the appearance of condensed matter. The model of two subrealities gives the
possibility to explain without "parity violation" any physical phenomena. Four macro-
scopic rules of symmetry [scale, corkscrew, gyroscope and right (left) hand] reflect four
fundamental interactions of our reality.
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1 Introduction

Symmetry is a property of objects and phenomena to contain something invariable, re-

peating. The symmetry of Nature is a reflection of its essence, internal content. That is

why symmetry methods are widely used in modern natural sciences.

It is very important the predictibility of symmetry consideration, the possibility by it

to find something common when we know only the part.

The symmetry science is extensively developed and based on group theory. By this the

concrete type of transformations used in it determine the scope of objects and phenomena,

able to describe that or another branch of symmetry science. To describe the symmetry of

geometrical figures, as a simple case, rotations and mirror reflections are used. Practically

until now this part of Symmetry science was used to describe physical phenomena. Only in

the fifties of this century some generalization of this approach .which much closer describe

the nature, was developed. As it was understood later, generalizations based on parity

approach to two pairs of quality (to be positive-negative and to belong to left-right sign

of chirality) are more efficient. The reason for this is determined by the fact that Nature

is equally presented by these two pairs of "signs": - "positive" and "negative", "right"

and "left".

This paper presents the generalization developed by its author and called complete

symmetry [1]. The consideration is made not in mathematical, but in geometrical language

using scalars (numbers) and pseudoscalars (the "numbers without symmetry centre") and

vectors (polar and axial). Their images are (in rough presentation) isotropic sphere, the

sphere without the planes of symmetry, con and rotational cylinder, respectively. It is

important that only by these four images one can describe the symmetry of space and

time, to understand the mechanism of Big Bang (creation of the Universe), to find out

geometrical images describing the symmetry of elementary particles, to estabiish the types

of fundamental interactions, to clarify and to explain properly (for the first time) the

reasons of so-called space parity and CP-violation, to explain the mechanism of electric

charges and to understand properly the symmetry of electric and magnetic fields.

In addition, consideration of some problems gives the possibility to define more pre-

cisely the peculiarity of certain phenomena and even to make them understandable. This

is relevant to the problem of incomplete annihilation of matter after the Big Bang, ex-

pansion of the Universe, peculiarities of rectilinear and rotational motion. The treatment

of all such phenomena of modem physics and cosmology is based on specific equality of



space and time which conditions to have through Big Bang not "matter" and "antimat-

ter", but two subrealities: our (space) subreanty and time subreality [2]. The !ast one

evidently presents the matter in the black holes. Two such subrealities are connected to

each other not by the operation of "anti" (I, see below), but by the operation converting

the images of space and time from scalar to pseudoscalar, from polar vector to axial (and

vice versa). It is an operation of supersymmetry which one can mark by symbo! |1| .

The symmetry description is the second simplest (after philosophical treatment) to

explain Nature in the most general way. But distinctly as philosophy this generality is

supplemented by some certainty in answering the questions "to be or not to be" and if the

answer is "to be", in the case of symmetry one can give some peculiarity of this "being"

(let of them to be even quite general). In addition, in this paper we introduce important

philosophical generalization; matter (including its condensed state) is the creation of

space and time.

Certainly, symmetry consideration gives only a qualitative, not a quantitative descrip-

tion. As compared to mathematical treatment of Nature the symmetry description is

more simple and illustrative. Nature is simple and difficulties are consist in necessity

to understand this simplicity and to find out its most simple elements. Here they are

presented by geometrical images of "scalars" and "vectors". T'ie paper is accessible to

any literal person.

2 The images describing the symmetry of space and
time

The Universe has some specific ordering. 0m. can describe it differently using philos-

ophy, mathematics, geometry. The philosophical meaning of eternity of matter by the

mathematician is formulated as infinity which geometrically is presented by the straight

line which does not have a beginning and an end. All these different approaches use log-

ical constructions which mathematicians describe by certain formulas and by geometry

specialists as geometrical images. The use of the latter is very often accompanied by a

description of their symmetry which consists in a set of transformations leaving the image

without changes.

When the symmetry treatment is done, the images have to present the matter, space,

time, forces and interactions. The possibility to use the symmetry to describe the Universe

is justified only if the selected images properly reflect, first of ail, the space and time

symmetry.

The geometrization of space does not create the problem because the geometrical

images are three-dimensional as the space is. Geometrical images of time, in turn, are

suitable if they are in combination with the images of space describing the laws of Nature

properly.

The geometrization of space is well known and is used to describe even such com-

plicated phenomena such as gravitation. Very often as a geometrical image of time the

"arrow of time" is used presented by a polar vector. Here we will try to find out the geo-

metrical images of space and time and by them to describe the most important physical

phenomena and to establish common rules governing them.

Symmetry is the property of objects and phenomena to contain something repeating,

invariant in respu^t to some transformations. In the simplest case of the finite size ge-

ometrical images the transformations are reduced to rotations and inversional rotations.

The last are rotations combined with inversion by bringing the points of certain figure

through the centre of inversion on the opposite side. Rotation on zero angle represents the

operation of identification 1 and the rotation on negligibly small angle represents the axis

of infinitely order, oo. Inversional rotation on zero angle is the operation of the inversion

centre, c = 1. The mirror rotations sometimes are used instead of inversional rotations.

By them the rotation is combined with reflection in the plane perpendicular to the ro-

tating axis. The mirror rotation on zero angle corresponds to the plane of symmetry,

m.

The ordinary point symmetry use as the operations rotations and inversional (or mir-

ror) rotations. This gives the possibility to compare the figures having different signs of

chirality (left and right). For example, the plane of symmetry m transforms the left-hand

into the right (and vica versa). In this paper, in addition, the possibility to transform the

figures having opposite "signs", for example, colors (black and white), is available. Such

transformation is called anti-inversion, c = 1, and consists of products of two operations:

inversion c = 1 and anti-identification 1 ' (Q = I = 1 x 1). This generalization is called

complete symmetry. The reason to have such generalization will be understood from the

fact that Nature has a parity in respect to the possibility to contain left and right as well

as "positive" and "negative". The operations 1,1,1 and 1 compose the group PT - 4

(F-space, T-time, 4-number of operations).

Discussing the symmetry of our reaSity we have to find out here something which is

'The operation 1 transforms "left" into the "right" as well.



conserved or constantly preserved, invariant. First of all we have to take into account

the fundamental laws of conservation for energy, momentum, moment of momentum and

electric charge.

Energy, momentum and the moment of momentum are described by scalar, polar and

axial vectors respectively (Fig.l). Energy conservation is the consequence of time homo-

geneity, its flowing without a change, the possibility for time to transfer its beginning.

Such a transfer is described by a polar vector. This allows us to ascribe the symmetry of

time by polar vector. The conservation of momentum is a consequence cf space homo-

geneity or equality of all points of the space. For the image of the space, one can select a

sphere having the symmetry of a scalar (see below}. It is queries that conserved quantity

of time homogeneity describes the symmetry of space and conserved quantity of space

describes the symmetry of time '%

Moment of momentum conservation is a consequence of space isotropy. It is described

by an axial vector and represents the symmetry of space as well. The use of electric

charge conservation for describing time symmetry is not quite obvious. Nevertheless, the

consideration of electric charges gives the possibility to ascribe to them the symmetry

of "sphere without planes", pseudoscalars and to use this image as the image of time.

Formally, one can treat the conservation of electric charge as a consequence of "time

isotropy".

For geometrical images of time we select the polar vector and pseudoscalar while as

images of space the axial vector and scalar. Let us briefly describe the symmetry (complete

symmetry) of the above mentioned images. Th.7 polar vector, arrow, has a symmetry axis

oo and an infinite number of symmetry planes m going along axis co and one antiplane of

symmetry m. perpendicular to axis oo. The polar vector is anticentrosymmetrical, £ = I

- operation is a symmetry operation for it, but operation c = 1, inverse in the point, for

polar vector changes its orientation. The meaning of the operation m is clear from Fig. la,

where a polar vector is drawn as a pair of two scalars having opposite colors. The plane m

(perpendicular to axis oo) changes the color of spheres and is not a symmetry operation,

but antiplane m. (having the same orientation) is a symmetry operation for the polar

vector. Conventionally, the symmetry of a polar vector can be marked by the symbols

oo/lHmm (a slash behind symbol co indicates that the next to it symmetry element is

perpendicular to axis oo).

The "sphere without planes of symmetry" or pseudoscalar has an infinite number

of axes oo oriented along any direction and passing through its center. A pseudoscalar

does not have the planes m but all planes passing through its center are antiplanes of

symmetry TS- Antiplanes m do not change the chirality sign of parts lying on both its

sides. A pseudoscalar has an anticenter of symmetry as well: after the inversion 1 its sign

of chirality is changed but it is recovered through the operation 1(1 = c = 1 x \). The

pseudoscalar convention notation of complete symmetry is oo/oo/mmm. They could be

"left" and "right" (Fig.l).

The scalar's sphere is an ordinary sphere "with symmetry planes". It is centrosym-

metrical. The complete symmetry of scalars is as oo/oo/mmm.

The axial vector ("vector of rotation") has an oo axis coinciding with the rotational

axis, the plane of symmetry perpendicular to it and an infinite number of antiplanes m

passing through axis oo. The axial vector is centrosymmetrical and can be presented as a

couple of pseudoscalars having different signs of chirality. Its group of complete symmetry

is noted as oo/m mm.

3 Time inversion. The space and time model of our
reality

In addition to the symmetry properties of space and time our reality obtained from the

conservation laws we have to take into account that the physical properties of our reality

are invariable with respect to changing the sign of time (t —> —t). The simplest example

of this one can illustrate through Newton's second law, or the dynamics law

F = ma (1)

(F-force, m-mass, a-acce!eration). Eq.(l) is an invariant with respect to the above

mentioned operation t —> -t. Both signs of time are equal in rights.

If we take into account these properties of time as well, we can have only a restricted

number of equations describing real physical properties, the phenomena agreeable with

the symmetry of space and time.

The time images, polar vector and pseudoscalar, are anticentrosymmetrical, but the

operation 1 = c, which we will call the time inversion Tt changes their sign: polar vector

changes its orientation and pseudoscalar changes the chirality converting, for example,

teft to right.

The simplest equations of type (1) describe a relation between the images of space

and time. If they describe real phenomena of our reality, their left and right parts have

to behave themselves equally under the operation 1 = c = T or time inversion. For



Eq.(l) the behavior its images (F and a-polar vectors, m-scatar), being subjected to this

operation 1 = c = T, one can write as follows: — = +•—. The minus sign (—) reflects

the change of orientation of the polar vectors F and a, but the plus sign (+) reflects

the fact that the scalar m, being centrosymmetrical, does not change its sign. Looking

over all combinations of vectors and "scalars" we find out only six of them satisfying

the operation T (time inversion), in agreement with the symmetry of space and time our

reality, physically real. They are presented in Fig.2. Four of them illustrate the relation

vectors "through" "scalars" (even phenomena) and two of them illustrate the relation

between vectors (vector product, odd phenomena).

The relations of Fig.2 demonstrate that our space-time is centrosymmetrical. For

space this is because it is centrosymmetrical by itself (scalar and axial vector) and for

time this is because it is presented equally by both signs of pseudoscalar (left and right)

and by both orientation of polar vector, time arrow. One sign of space and two signs of

time are, at the first approach, the most important character of our reality 2 Relations of

Fig.2 one can present analytically as well. Its part 1 can illustrate a description of relation

between polarization P and electric field E,P = aE (a polarizability coefficient), etc.

4 The images of matter presented by the images of
space and time

The symmetry approach to Nature leads to the conclusion that matter is the creation of

space and time. This comes from the understanding that there is no other matter except

only one agreeable by symmetry with the symmetry of time and space. From this follows

that images of matter (images of fundamental, elementary particles) are nothing but the

images of space and time and their combinations. According to Fig.I there are six such

images. The simplest combinations, in addition, could be presented by these six including

from them two, three and four different. Let us consider these six and their combinations

as models (images) of elementary particles. Some of such "models", presenting the sym-

metry of elementary particles are given in Fig.3. Such modelling of elementary particles

from separate "bricks" recall quark models but the first were elaborated by the author of

this paper much earlier than the second [4], [5].

We will not discuss the details in the comparison of the elementary particles with

their geometrical images in full extent but as a base of this comparison is a knowledge of

^Detailed consideration gives some "deviations" of these characteristics of space and
time from the above mentioned (see below, Item 6).

such properties of elementary particles as the presence of mass, electric charge, spin and

so forth. The electric charge is treated here as a combination of "scalar" and "vector"

images. The sign of the charge in our reality is interpreted as a sign of pseudoscalar. The

vector particles do not have mass. All particles are considered with their antiparticles.

The vector particles and antiparticles have the same configuration but with an opposite

orientation. In addition, according to the symmetry of our reality, all particles may be

presented by pairs connected one to another by operation I = c. For example, electron e~

and positron e+ are first of all particles of our reality and can be considered as antiparticles.

The reason of their different stability will be discussed below. The annihilation of particles

and antiparticles can take place only by their "scalar" parts which have opposite signs.

The vector particles cannot annihilate.

5 Big Bang. Creation of the Universe [2,6]

The creation of the Universe is the biggest mystery. It is accepted now that the matter

existing now was created through Big Bang happened 30-40 billion years ago. This is the

model of the Universe appeared from the matter of an extremely high density. The energy

released during the explosion appeared on the expense of quantum vacuum. According to

this model the matter already existed before the explosion in a very specific form but the

"point" of Big Bang is accepted as irrational. It is difficult to speak about the symmetry

of such "point" because our understanding of symmetry is not applicable to such irrational

state. We only can suggest that the symmetry of appeared matter reflects the initial state

of the Universe.

It is generally accepted that Big Bang created the matter and antimatter converted

one to another by operation 1. This is not logically justifiable because in this case both

of them have to annihilate completely and it is impossible to understand the existence of

matter in the reality now. The attempts to introduce some difference in the development

of matter and antimatter looks naive. After all, such model leads to the appearance of

the same symmetry for both parts but not of symmetry and "antisymmetry".

The symmetry approach opens the opportunity to interpret properly the mechanism

of creation of the matter (including a condensed matter) during Big Bang. This follows

from the suggestion that Big Bang is resulted in appearance not of the reality and the

antireality but of two subrealities: our reality (centrosymmetrical) and anticentrosym-

metrical subreality. We will call further our reality (suttisting the operation c =* 1) as the



Space subreality and the reality suttisting the operation £ = i as the time subreality.

The time subreality, distinctly from the space (our) one has two two signs of space and

only one sign of time. The real physical phenomena of the time subreality obeys to the

operation the anticenter of inversion £ = L There are here six kinds of such phenomena as

well (Pig.4), describing, probably the behavior of matter in black holes. The space and the

time subrealities are converted one to another by operation ] 11, transforming polar vectors

into axial vectors and scalars into pseudoscalars (and vica versa). The operation | l | is

different from the operation 1 (anti-identification) converting "matter into antimatter".

By the two subrealities it is easy to understand the appearance of matter (particu-

larly condensed matter) without making any suggestion about some specific properties of

matter and "antimatter". The particles of our reality, as it was mentioned are coupled

by operation 1. In the time subreality they are coupled by operation 1. Such pairs of

both subrealities are not able Lo annihilate completely because of symmetry conditions.

One can understand this by looking the pairs of "electron", submitted by their images in

Fig.5. As it is seen from this figure some of the images (particles) representing e~ do not

have antiparticles for annihilation and become stable. Some other particles are stable as

well. In our reality they are electrons and protons and in the time subreality they are

7^2 a n ( l K+ (Fig-3). The operation |1| converts e" into 7rf and p into K +. The vector

particles compose background for both of the subrealities.

6 CPT—theorem and parity violations

The quantum theory field equations are invariant to the transformation CPT, where C

is the electric charge conjugation (converting the particle into the antiparticle) P is the

operation of spacial inversion I and T is the operation of the time reversal (changing

the spin orientation). As a matt* r of fact the CPT-theorem states that the motion laws

of antiparticles in inverted space and time are the same as the laws for particles in our

reality.

From the viewpoint of this paper one can reduce the CPT-theorem to transformations

changing the "signs" of space and time only because the dependence of the electric charge

from the space and the time characteristics. The transformation same as CPT makes the

product of operations 1 (time inversion) and I (change the sign of space), CPT = I x I = I,

converting the Universe into the Antiuniverse (operation I). If we mark operation I as

T* and operation I as P (to make them different from operations P and T in the

theorem) then the CPT-theorem could be written as CPT = T'P' 3. This confirms again

the statement that space and time define the matter and its properties.

Generally speaking, it is important to stress that, from the CPT-theorem it does

not follow that the "Antiuniverse" exists in reality. The theorem just siates that such

"Universe" and "Antiuniverse" are equivalent on the physics viewpoint. As it was under-

lined earlier, Big Bang creates not the "Universe" and the "Antiuniverse" but the two

subrealities transforming one to another by operation |1|. By this operation ail particles

of one subreality are transformed into particles of another subreality (for example, e~ is

transformed into TT ,̂ Fig.3).

Only particles as neutrino and A'°-mesons are transformed in such a way that the

operations 1 and |1| make for them the same transformation (Fig.6). Such particles belong

simultaneously to both subrealities and present the "Universe" and the "Antiuniverse".

When some of them participate in decaying or decay themselves the "violation" of certain

parity is happened. For example, decay of neutron leads to the appearance of proton,

electron and antineutrino (let us take it as right neutrino i/[, Figs,3 and 7). Not quite long

ago it was considered that our (space) reality is completely centrosymmetrical. In this

case in the mirror the right neutrino has to be converted into the left one Pi, which does

not exist. It means that our reality is not centrosymmetrical and permits to speak about

the "space parity violation". At the same time we have to take note that v\ in mirror is

converted into another neutrino, fj. If u\ and vi would be both presented equally, Nature

will be centrosymmetrical, but this is not the case.

The space parity violation for weak interactions was revealed in experiments to study

the decay of Com in magnetic field. The flight of electron was not equal in respect to

the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. Later the concept of combined parity

CP was introduced by the suggestion that mirror reflection changes the sign of electric

charge. In our approach it is clear because for the electron CP is a product of operations:

CP = CT' = 1 x 1 = 1 (Fig.3, the charge of electron is determined by pseudoscalar).

Finally the space parity violation consists in an inequality of the left and the right in

our reality. One can interpret this as absence of equality of the "left" and the "right"

time, violation of operation 1 = V. One "sign" time of our reality is not completely
3To be exact, there is no strict equality between CPT - and VP1 transformations be-

cause the CPT-theorem transforms the Universe into the Antiuniverse without changing
the sign of space. Nevertheless, C-operation in this theorem transforms the scalar sign of
electric charge what is equivalent to operation I which changes the scalar and the axial
vector space.



equal to the "opposite sign" of time. By the way, only in this case we can speak about

the time flights. As it was already mentioned, neutrino V\ and antineutrino i>\ are not

distinctive and belong to both subrealities. Because of this, we are able to detect "space

parity violation for weak interactions11.

From the point of view of CPT-theorem in our reality take place CP {or T) the

invariance violations as well. It is completely impossible to explain the decay of A^-meson

in the frame of this theorem. In terms of our language this means that the "negative space"

of our reality contains some admixture of "positive {compressing) space". To understand

the reason of CP-invariance violation we have to consider the symmetry conditions of

Big Bang. "Our" Big Bang was unique and had for starting one certain sign of space for

our subr^ality (expansive Universe) and one certain sign for the time of time subreality

(Figs.8a,b). This leads to the appearance of a very specific /(""-meson (K'L: Fig.8c and

Fig.6b) with certainty presenting partly our subreality and partly the time subreality.

This K'h meson is odd by parity 4.

Apparently, such /(^-mesons serve as fundamental for the creation of protons (Fig.3).

Being coupled with neutrons (mass of which is close to mass of the proton) they create

the atom nuclei. The complete stability of protons follows from the fact that they equally

belong to both subrealities: the time and the space one. From the viewpoint of two

subrealities proton and "antiproton" are just the same particle (through the operation

IH) 5-
If the Universe is more "left" than "right", the certain (small) part of K'L-mesons

do not take part in the creation of nuclei and decay into two 7r-mesons. This gives to

our reality a "certain (small) part" of compressing space. From the point of view of the

CPT-theorem such decay demonstrates violation of CP-invariance. The model of two

subrealities, as we can see, explains such decay as quite ordinary phenomenon without

any "symmetry violation".

From the above we can conclude that our reality is nonsymmetric not only by time

(because neutrinos peculiarity) but is "nonsymmetric" by space in the sense that space

contains certain (small) part of positive (compressive) space. This leads to the possibility

to have right neutrino v\ as an electronic neutrino and u2 as muonic.

*For the space subreality electric charge is taken as a pseudoscalar and the time subre-
ality as a scalar. The operation P for both subrcalities is an operation 1 (inversion). The
"structure" of other /f°-mesons is given in Figs.8d,e,f.

sThis certainly relates to that part of proton which could be subjected annihilation,
"scalar" part.
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By analogy, there are no difficulties to indicate some features of time subreality. For

it the signs of space are insignificantly distinct but the signs of time drastically. The

conventional presentation of the models of space and time for both subrealities is given

in Fig. 9.

To conclude let us underline once again that the Universe consists not of two "anti-

words" but of two subrealities transforming one to another by operation y\. The Universe

is closed on itself by this operation. For example, the difference in time signs of space

subreality is related to the difference in space signs of time subreality.

7 Four symmetry rules and fundamental interac-
tion^, 8]

Six relations presented in Fig.2 and illustrating "interactions" between space and time

can be used, as a first approximation, to describe the physical phenomena of our reality.

They can be deviated into four groups, the specific of the symmetry of each of which are

determined by a certain macroscopic symmetry rule. Two of these rules are well known:

the corkscrew rule (parts 4 and 5, Fig.2) and the right (left) hand rule (part 6, Fig.2).

The corkscrew rule determines the direction of linear motion upon the rotation of a

corkscrew (gimelt). A corkscrew (with a "right-hand" thread) screws in when the handle

is rotated clockwise, while a left-hand screw is retracted with the same rotation. In this

case the polar and axial vectors are connected by even polar tensor (pseudoscalar). In our

reality the time (polar vector) is tied with space (axial vector) in longitudinal combination

through the time (pseudoscalar). There are many examples of phenomena described by

the corkscrew rule.

The right (left) hand rule demonstrates diametrical (transversal) effects when polar

and axial vectors are related to each other by polar vector. This is a vector product of

three vectors. The mutual orientation of vectors "flow", "force", and rotation is shown in

Fig. 10a. The axial vector of rotation indicates the rotation of force vector to flow vector by

the smaller angle between them independently of the nature of considered phenomenon.

The visible presentation of right (light) hand rule is given in Fig. 10b.

Parts 1 and 2 (Fig.2) illustrate the scale rule. Here two vectors (polar and axial) are

connected to each other by scalar longitudinally. This looks like a transformation of one

vector to another, which is different from the first by iength. One of the examples is the

connection of two polar vectors in the equation describing Newton's second law. It is

II



possible as well to interpret parts 1 and 2 (Fig. 2) as appearance of a new vector, when

the first (original) acts on certain substance. Such transformation has the electric field

E creating polarization P in dielectrics and the magnetic field H creating magnetization

/, etc. The relations 1 and 2 (Fig.2) describe the transformation "time" into "time"

and "space" into "space" through space (scalar). Usually the rule of scale as a rule of

symmetry is not considered.

The gyroscope rule as rule of symmetry is not considered as well. By images of

space and time the gyroscope rule is illustrated by part 3 Fig.2. The spinning gyroscope

at rotation around the axis normal to rotation axis acquires one more rotation around

the third axis normal to both of Lhem (Fig. 10c). Finally this leads to the precession of

gyroscope as a whole. The phenomenon is described as the diametrical effect interaction

of the axial vectors {vector product). This is just "the space phenomenon".

The number of macroscopic symmetry rules is equal to fuur and cannot be neither

more nor less. This is a property of our reality. It is interesting to compare these rules

with four fundamental interactions. The easiest case is to see that the "hand rule" is

related to electromagnetic interactions. The interaction of electric field E with magnetic

field H is resulted in the appearance of Pointing's vector G

G = [EH] . (2)

The carries of electromagnetis interaction are photons.

The static interaction charged particles is resulted through a scalar (either attraction

or repulsion). In the symmetry approach this interaction is analogous to the interaction

presented in Fig. lla. They follow the rule of scale. The other examples of electromagnetic

interactions will be discussed in Item 10 of the paper.

TViere are no difficulties to compare the gyroscope rule with peculiar gravitational

"waves of rotations". These are the "waves of space" (part 3, Fig.2) 6. The gravi-

tational interaction among "heavy matter" (longitudinal phenomenon) is described as

transformation of scalar into scalar through scalar (Fig.lib; all spheres have the same

sign demonstrating mutual attraction).

The longitudinal connection of the polar and the axial vectors is achieved through

the pseudoscalar (parts 4 and 5, Fig.2), following the corkscrew rule and reflects, appar-
8Tho comparison of Fig.2 (part 6) and Fig.4 (part 6) gives the possibility to perceive

the analogy between propagation of electromagnetic waves of our reality and propaga-
tion wives of "gravitational charges" of time subreality. By symmetry conditions the
propagation of later in our reality is forbidden..
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ently, the weak interaction. The carriers of weak interaction are neutrinos representing

longitudinal interaction of polar and axial vectors as well.

Being in the symmetry frame there is no other way to compare the strong interaction

and the scale symmetry rule. It results, apparently, as interaction between protons and

neutrons having the same scalar signs and opposite pseudoscalar signs. The strong and

weak interactions are short distant and are characteristic of nuclear forces. Nevertheless,

their symmetry properties are described by macroscopic scale and corkscrew rules. The

Universe is united in big and small.

Strong interaction (as well as the dynamic gravitational and electromagnetic 7) are

described by scalar, weak interactions t>y pseudoscalar, dynamic electromagnetic interac-

tions by polar vector and dynamic gravitational by axial vector.

There are many attempts to combine difTerent fundamental interactions. The examples

are electromagnetic and electroweak interactions. The approaches are made to elaborate

the so-called Grand Unification and even to combine all interactions with the matter

(supergravitation). Finally these attempts are oriented for finding the creation of the

mechanism of Nature, the superforce, peculiarities of Big Bang.

Some consideration of this problem was already given in Item 2 of this paper. It is

necessary to add that "initial state", quantum vacuum, have to contain the symmetry of all

fundamental interactions: vectors, scalar and pseudoscalar and their combinations. The

elaboration shows that all of them are reduced to eleven symmetry (complete symmetry)

groups. From this point of view Nature had initially eleven dimensions of space and time.

This is not too much because the commonly accepted now symmetry operations cannot

describe the symmetry of initial state because some of them are mutually exclusive (1 and

1,1 and I). Namely, this is a reason for appearance through Big Bang just two subrealities

one of which is centrosymmetric and another is anticentrosymmetric.

Big Bang results in the appearance each of them from the state where they are mutually

mixed. From one mixed state, potentially having the order and disorder appears two: our,

ordered state, which is getting gradually disordered and time subreality, disordered state

which is getting gradually ordered. In other words, the initial state of matter had a

symmetry of "combined subreaiities" and can be described by operations 1 and |1|. The

problem is not to combine all interactions but just to study each of them.

7The likeness Newton's and Coulomb's laws follow from here.
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8 Motion and "self-motion" [9]

The special theory of relativity describes the ratio between space and time in not moving

the coordinate system XYZ and in moving with the velocity V coordinate system X'Y'Z'

by Lorenz equations

x' = x-vt ±1 _
I —

t - (v/c?)x
(3)

(t,t' - time in respective systems, c-velocity of light; movement along X-axis). For the

case of small velocity (v <C e) as well as for the case when velocity of light is taken as

c = oo, relation (3) is transformed into Galilei's ratios

x' = x - vt; t' = t. (4)

Preserved intervals 5 and T between two events 1 and 2 are being written as

T,22 = Sl2/c
2 = Ax2/v2 - Ax^/c2 , (6)

The ratio (6) for v < c has a view

T2
2 w Ax2/v2 . (7)

For time subreality the role of time is taken by space and vice versa r - t ! , ( - > j , v - >

a(a = \/v),c —• am!Ut. In particular, "Galilei's ratio" as a characteristic of "motion in

time" has a view

x = x'; t = / - a x , (8)

and preserved space interval -- a view

5= = AiVa2-A(VaL

For small a(a <£ arm*,,) the last equation is reduced to

S2 s At2/a2

(9)

(10)

and characterizes the time subreality as having absolute (zero) space where motion is

"motion in time", gets tired to this space.

In our reality rectilinear uniform motion is inertial and the revolve motion is the

motion subjected to the inertial forces, accelerated. In the time subreality everything is

vice versa: the revolve motion is inertial but rectilinear is the motion with acceleration.

The symmetry of space and time depends in a very original manner of the type of

motion. In our reality at small velocity the rectilinear motion gets tired to time 8 [see

Bq.(7)]. Here the natural revolve motion (described by vector products, parts 3 and 6,

Fig.2), as propagation of light, in turn, is accomplished with the highest velocity c and is

"tired to space". The front of electromagnetic wave, for example, running away and gets

tired to the certain point of space ("self-motion of space").

The rectilinear motion with high velocity in our reality (induced by "external forces")

one can describe using Lorenz's transformations. But we have to interpret here the revolve

motion (induced by external forces) with small velocity as "tied to time". This leads to

the necessity to mutually replace the images of space and time as compared to the images

describing the rectilinear motion (Fig. 12). For example, in the relation describing "forced"

revolve motion

!) = u r (11)

(w-angle velocity, "time"; ^-linear velocity; r radius, "space"), v and r are polar vectors

and LJ axial one.

Let us note finally that for time subreality the rectilinear forced motion is the motion

with acceleration and time is being described by scalar and axial vector. From this follows

that in both subrealities the time for accelerated motion 9 is described by scalar and axial

vector, but for inertial motion it is by polar vector and pseudoscalar. In turn, for both

subrealities the space for the inertial motion is described by scalar and axial vector but for

accelerated motion by polar vector and pseudoscalar, It is important that the replacement

images for the description of inertial and accelerated motion does not change the most

fundamental properties of both of them: the space subreality is centrosymmetric and the

time subreality is anticentrosymmetric.

The symmetry description of space and time for motion is determined by the charac-

ter of motion only. In our reality the time for all types of rectilinear motion {uniform,

accelerated, etc.) are described by the polar vector and the pseudoscalar and for all types

of revolve motion is described by the axial vector and the scalar. Such consideration is

different from the well known concept of "time reversal" R for which we have to know

how all parameters describing certain phenomenon depend of time (lineary, quadratically,

*The different points of space have the same time.
"We mean here just revolve motion in space subreality and rectilinear motion in time

subreality. The accelerated rectilinear motion in our subreality and the accelerated revolve
motion in time subreality one can always reduce to inertial motion by proper selection of
coordinate system.
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etc.). Both approaches are finally equivalent but the concept of time inversion (T = I = c)

as compared to the concept of time reversal [R = {t —> —£)] is more simpie and practical.

One of the intrinsic properties of the Universe is its "self-motion". There are two

types of such properties: the self-motion of space and the self-motion oi time. The

self-motion of space is the expansion of the Universe. Generally speaking this expansion

follows already from the conservation of the interval (5). As it is known, the expansion

of the Universe, scattering galaxies, is well established and follows from the Hubble law

v = HR (12)

(//-Hubble's constant = 10"'8 sec, /^-distance to galaxy). The relation (12) is similar

to the relation (7) when u C c , In this sense the rectilinear uniform motion induced by

external forces with a small velocity is similar to the self-motion of space. The rectilinear

self-motion of space is the character of our, space, subreality.

Big Bang starts from the state of quantum vacuum when impeluous expansion of space

happens and a huge amount of energy appears (the inflation theory). One can consider

the energy of the inflation vacuum as negative but the energy of Big Bang (our reality) as

positive. If they are equal by amount, the hole energy of the event will be equal to zero.

Nobody created the Universe, it was a self-creation.

Having in mind that the two subrealities appeared after Big Bang one can see the

father development of the Universe as the creation of space of our subreality on the

expenditure of positive energy and the creation of time on the expenditure of negative

energy of time subreality (decrease of negative energy, diminish of "negative" space).

This leads to the establishment of disordered state of matter from ordered (grow

of entropy) in our subreality and to the establishment of ordered state of matter from

disordered in time subrcahty (decrease of entropy). During the development of Nature

the equality of energy to zero is preserved. The characteristic of the time subreaiity is

self-creation ("seli-motion") of time.

Big Bang is the origin of all beginnings, in our reaiity every spot of space, as a first

approach, could be considered as its beginning when the beginning of time is running

away with the velocity of light. In the time reality every particular spot of space could

be considered as the beginning of time with the beginning space being approached to this

spot (diminishing of negative space).

If we suggest that both subrealities are being developed in common space-time, ap-

peared matter (galaxies) of our subreality, from the point of view of our subreality, wil! be
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looked as scattered (red) but the galaxies of the time subreality will be looked as drawing

together (violet).

One can describe the drawing together violet galaxies of the time subreality by the

relation similar to (10) as analogous of Hubble's law (12)

v = Z/t (13)

(ii-velocity of galaxy, Z-constant, characteristic of the inflation space radius). The rela-

tion (13) gives the possibility of the rough estimation of Z as equal today to 1025cm. The

scattered galaxies of our reality from the viewpoint of time subreality have to be looked

as red.

Big Bang is the beginning of space for our subreality and the beginning of time for

the time subreaiity. In parity system, when the beginning of space is taken from our

subreality and the beginning of time is taken from the time subreality, all galaxies will be

looked as unmoved neither in space nor in time (the stationary Universe). Unfortunately,

we cannot watch the Universe in such parity coordinate system.

If the model of common space time for both subrealities is correct one can easily

explain the discussed possibility for non uniform expansion of Universe in the past.

The suggested here behavior of violet galaxies is not in agreement with the commonly

accepted where the motion of violet galaxies is treated as just peculiar. Nevertheless

there is an additional way to explain the behavior of such galaxies. The matter is that

our reality is not exclusively a spacial subreality because the velocity of light here is not

equal to the infinity. The admixture of compressive space is presented here (see Fig.9).

This gives the possibility of having some galaxies as appearing in the same spot but in

different time and some galaxies as appearing in ihe same time but in different spots. The

first of them will be looked from the Earth as violet and the second as red.

9 Electricity and Magnetism [10]

The symmetry properties of electric and magnetic phenomena are most curious. First

of all this relates to the notion of "electric charge". Generally it is an interaction of

"particle" with "field". As a particle we may take their images as scalar and pseudoscalar

(they can have certain mass) and as a field the images of polar and axial vector. Fig.3

gives some examples of combinations of "scalars" and "vectors" presenting the charged

elementary particles (except v\,v^ and K°). The absence of electric charge of neutron is

conditioned by the fact that each coupled combination of "scalar" and vector here have the
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opposite sign of electric charge for another couple. By convention it is taken that the right

pseudoscalar image in combination with a vector gives the negative electric charge and

the positive scalar in combination with vector gives the positive electric charge. This is

relevant to longitudinal phenomena {interaction of vectors through the "scalar"). For the

perpendicular (transversal) phenomena (interaction between vectors) the sign of electric

charge is determined by vector; the behavior of vectors under operations I = C (or 1 = Q_

is cleat- form Figs.2 and 4.

As it was already indicated, the comparison of the scalar and the pseudoscalar charac-

teristi< of our and the time subrealities with the electric charges gives the reason to refer

the electric charge to the two signs of pseudoscalar (our subreality, Fig. 13a,b) and the two

signs of scalar (time subreality). The electric charge of stable particles of our subreality

(electron, proton) are conditioned by the pseudoscalar (Fig.3). From this follows that the

electric field of lonely charge is described by pseudoscalar (symmetry group a/oo/mmm).

Under the operation of time inversion {1 = T) such charge changes its sign. Two charges

create the electric field which is described by the symmetry of the axial vector (symmetry

group oo/mmm Fig. 13c), Under the operation of time inversion T = \ the electric field

does not charge its sign (orientation).

The magnetic charges do not exist and the magnetic field is the result of motion

of the electric charge (their psoudoscalar par1.). The rotation of pseudoscalar leads to

its longitudinal (in respect to the axis of rotation) motion described by polar vector

(symmetry group co/mmm, Fig.l3d). This rotation resulted in the creation of magnetic

field as a peculiar perturbation of vacuum. If "rotation" is created by putting the electric

charge (pseudoscalar) into the electric field, the electric current appears in the conductor.

The operation of time inversion (T - 1) changes the sign (orientation) of magnetic field.

One can create as well the magnetic field on the expenditure of linear motion of the

pseudoscalar electric charge. This is perpendicular phenomenon, the magnetic field in this

case is perpendicular to the motion and consists in the ring of polar vector (Fig.l3e). The

"mechanical" transfer of the electric charge and its motion by electric field symmetrically

are similar and both of them obey to the corkscrew rule of symmetry.

Let us note furthermore that the electric and the magnetic fields are mutually in-

terconnected. The axial vector of the electric field is closed into the ring perpendicular

magnetic field but the polar vector of magnetic field is closed into the ring perpendicular

electric field (Fig.14). Nevertheless, these fields are mutually connected not in the fuil

sense: there are no static magnetic fields and perpendicularly to the static electric field
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there are no magnetic fields. For our reality this follows from the existence of electric

charges and from the absence of magnetic charges.

The above submitted interpretation that the symmetry of electric and magnetic phe-

nomena are not in agreement with the commonly accepted. Let us check the validity of

an approach given here through the symmetry interpretation of Max well's equations.

The first is

For scalar electric charge the electric field is treated as a polar vector and the magnetic

field - as an axial vector. This equation in such case desctibes the appearance of closed

into the ring electric field perpendicular to //, when the magnetic field is changed in

time. For pseudoscalar charge (14) describes the appearance of the closed into ring axial

electric field when the polar magnetic field is changed in time because of the rotation of

electric charge (Fig.l5a, first picture from the right side). One can have the "rotation" of

the charge by an application of longitudinal "external" electric field which results in the

appearance of the electric current (Fig. 15a, second part of the picture from the right side).

There is a magnetic field (Ersted's experiment) closed into the ring and perpendicular to

the current. Rot E in this case is anticentrosyrnmetrical.

The second Maxwell equation is

rot II = —-=—I j . (15)

For the scalar charge Eq.(15) has to be interpreted as describing the appearance of the

axial magnetic field and current, perpendicular to E, when the poiar electric field is

changed and the current exists. The closed into the ring axial magnetic field has a

symmetry of polar vector and is anticentrosymmetric. Such symmetry does not give the

possibility to indicate the direction of magnetic power lines. This direction, as it is known,

is being determined by the corkscrew rule but in this case it is impossible to apply this rule

because the scalar charge in combination with polar vector (pointing direction of motion)

cannot create the "rotation". The direction of rotation, just exactly, has to indicate the

direction of magnetic power lines.

For pseudoscalar charge rot H is the closed inLo the ring polar vector magnetic field.

The direction of motion along the ring is determined by the corkscrew rule (first part

of Fig.lSb). Such field is perpendicular to the changeable electric field (Here's dipole,

second part of Fig.lSb). In addition, for the pseudoscalar charge Eq.(15) can describe

the peculiar "current" determined by transfer of electric charge with "external" force /
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(third part of Fig. 15b). Such transference leads to the creation of the closed into the ring

perpendicular magnetic field.

The pseudoscalar electric charge gives the possibility to have full "symmetririty" of

both Maxwell's equations. The first one (Fig. 15a) describes the phenomena subjected to

the rotation of electric charge and the second (Fig. 15b) describes the linear transference

of the charge (Fig.l5b). Maxwell's equations describe the interaction of electric and

magnetic fields (Fig. 16).

Let us now discuss the phenomena in which both symmetries of electric charge (vecto-

rial and "scalarial") are being emerged. An example of this is the electric charge motion

in the electric and magnetic fields

- - = e E + e [VII] . (16)

It is commonly accepted to take the electric charge in Eq.(16) as a scalar one, the

electric field - as a polar vector and the magnetic field - as an axial vector. The left part

of the equation preserves its sign under operation T = 1(+ • + • — • — = +), In the first

part from the right side, however, its sign under the same operation changes (+ • — = —),

but the second part preserves again {+• — •-•+ = +). This result is a sequence of

improper interpretation of electric charge symmetry properties: in these parts the electric

charge was considered as centrosymmetric.

As a rule, the symmetry control of such equations is not made and dimensionality

control leads to the necessity to describe the same dimension to vectors E and H in spite

of the acceptance (by convention) that they behave themselves differently under the time

reversal, operation t —* —t (E does not change its orientation and H changes it).

As it was already indicated the electric charge is determined in our reality as a com-

bination of pseudoscalar and axial vector (Fig.3). By operation T = 1 these "two parts"

of charge behave themselves differently which results in equality the signs of both parts

of Eq.(16) at operation T = 1 ( (- and H ) 10. Here we have to make note, as

well, that the left side of Eq.(16) has to change its sign because the mass of electron is a

partially electromagnetic, pseudoscalar one ( (- • = - ) .

In time subreality the charge is defined by the combination of scalar and polar vectors

(for example, TTJ", Fig.3). From the viewpoint of our subreality such "charge" has a

gravitational nature. "The electric field" in this case has a symmetry of polar vector and

"the magnetic field" has a symmetry of axial vector.
10The axid part of the charge e" by operation T = 1 the sign (orientation) does not

change.
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10 Conclusion

The description of some of the most important problems of modern physics and cosmology

presented here is simple and obvious. The method is based on the assumption that the

nature is symmetric in respect of two couples of their characteristics: to be positive and

negative, and to be right and left. The Universe and its properties are defined by space

and time, the matter is the creation of space and time. For its description we need to use

just four symmetry operations: identification 1, inversion 1, anti-inversion I and anti-

identification 1 (group complete symmetry PT - 4). The approach gives the possibility

to explain the most general physical phenomena and even to find out thn solution of some

unsolved problems.

One of the results of the consideration is the demonstration of the fact that elementary

particles could be described by the geometric images which are used for the description

of the symmetry of space and time. They are peculiar perturbations of vacuum, the

symmetry of which is based on homogeneity of time (conservation energy law), homo-

geneity of space (conservation momentum law), isotrophy of space (conservation moment

of momentum law) and "isotrophy" of time (conservation electric charge law). The group

PT — 4 is able to describe in a parity way, one by one, two subrealities: our (space)

subreality, centrosymmetric, and the so-called time subreality, anticentrosymmetric. The

last is, probably, the characteristic of matter in black holes. The appearance of two

subrealities during the Big Bang just exactly gives the understanding of the existence of

matter (including its condensed state) and the understanding of the fact why the complete

annihilation of "world" and "antiworld" had not happened.

The centrosymmetricity of our subreality which is characterized by the inertial recti-

linear motion is guaranteed by two equally right signs of anticentrosymmetric time (pseu-

doscalar and polar vector) and by one (certaini sign of centrosymmetric space (scalar arid

axial vector). The time subreality is characterized by one sign of anticentrosymmetric

time and two equally right signs of centrosymmetric space. One subreality is converted

into another not by operation I " (transforming the "world" into "antiworld") but by

operation \l\ converting polar vectors into axial one and scatars into pseudoscalars (su-
uThe same transformation is being done with the operators CPT: C-change charge's

sign, P-space inversion 1, T-time reversal. In our concept the charge sign is defined by
sign of scalar or pseudoscalar and C-operation is not independent, covered by operations
1 or 1. This gives the possibility to reduce the CPT-theorem to the TV-theorem
(V = 1, P = 1,1 • I = 1). V and P' are used to distinct them from operators P and T
of the CPr-theorem.
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persymmetry).

The model of two subrealities gives very reasonable explanations of the so-called "space

parity violation" and "violation of CP-invariance which follow from the concept of the

CPT-theorem. As it is shown in this paper among the elementary particles both sub-

realities are such which are transformed one to another equally by both operation 1 and

operation |1 | . Such particles are neutrinos and some A"°-mesons. They belong to both

subrealities equally. Operation I does not transfer neutrino u, into antiparticle which

is interpreted in our reality as space parity violation in weak interactions. Neutrino's

transformation particle into antiparticle is being done by operation 1 (as well as by oper-

ation jl|, the particle and antiparticle are the same. Because neutrino v\ belongs to both

subrealities, in the phenomenon like /3-decay of neutron the "space parity violation" take

place. In reality, however, such phenomena demonstrate that both parts of the T1niverse

are not the "world" and "antiworld" but are connected by another transformation.

Even a more important result one can achieve through the consideration of /C°-meson

decay using the model of two subrealitins. It is accepted that this decay demonstrates

"violation of CP (or T) invariance".

Such violation, however, is the sequence of the fact that "our Big Bang" was certain

and unique. One of /f°-meson, K'L-meson (Fig.Sc) belongs to both subreaiities and

contains the "negative" scalar (space) component. The decay of this A^-mcson leads

to the appearance of a positive (compressing) component into our expanding (by space)

subreality. This decay again demonstrates effectiveness of the two subrealities model

(Fig.9). The concept of the CPT-theorem has to be replaced by the concept in which

two subrealities are mutually connected by operation |1|.

Four types of geometric images of space and time ("scalars" and "vectors") can form

just six relations describing the real physical phenomena of our reality. Four of them

describe the longitudinal (even) phenomena (the connection of vectors through "scalars")

and two describe perpendicular {edd, transversal, diametrical) phenomena (the connec-

tion of vectors through vectors, vector products). The six mentioned phenomena reflect

four macroscopic symmetry rules of our reality: the scale rule, the corkscrew rule, the

gyroscopic rule and the right (left) hand one. it is shown here that these rules reflect the

four types of the fundamental interactions. The gravitational interaction is described by

the scale rule (for "heavy bodies") and by the gyroscopic rule (for gravitational "views

of rotation"), the electromagnetic interaction is described by the scale rule (for "charged

bodies") and the right (left) hand rule (for electromagnetic views). Strong interactions
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follow the scale rule and weak interactions follow the corkscrew rule.

Apparently, the number of interactions have to be equal to the number of symmetry

groups representing all the simplest combinations of space and time images. There are

such eleven groups [2], Each of which can be treated as a certain dimension of space-time.

From this point of view Nature has got before the Big Bang the number of dimensions

equal to eleven.

The symmetry treatment of motion gives very curious results. We have to distinguish

the rectilinear and rotational motion. Our reality is centrosymmetric and the rectilinear

motion here is inertial (the first Newton law). In addition, the natural state of our reality

is characterized by a small velocity of rectilinear "self-motion" and a high velocity of

rotational motion (the propagation of electromagnetic views). This gives the possibilLy

to interpret such linear motion as "tied to time" and the rotational as "tied to space".

In our reality the beginning of time looks like running out of the beginning of space with

the velocity of light (c).

From another side in our reality "forced" (not natural) linear motions with high veloc-

ity are tied to the beginning of time, but "forced" rotational motion with small velocity

are tied to the beginning of space 12. It is obvious that to describe the last it is neces-

sary to replace the images of space and time one to another l3. By this our reality still

remains centrosymmetric having two signs of ariticentrosymmetric space and one sign of

centrosymmetric time (Fig. 12). The real rotational phenomena here still obey to operation

1. Just by this operation it is possible to buy kinematics (not absolute) inertial rotational

motion in our reality whnrr only the rectilinear uniform motion is absolutely inertial. The

uniform (inertial) motion and the accelerated (due to inertia! forces) rotational motion

are characteristics of our reality. Finally, let us note that in both subrealities for the in-

ertial motion the symmetry of time is described by the polar vector and the pseudoscalar

images but the symmetry of space by the axial vector and scalar images.

We interpret the scattering of our reality galaxies as a self-motion conditioned by run-

ning out of the beginnings of space and time. The Universe, as a whole, one can imagine

as a stationer if in the system (in which it is described) the beginning of space is taken

from our subreality but the beginning of time is taken from time subreality. Certainly,
12The expression "tied to time" is equal to the expression "tied to the beginning of

space; and the expression "tied to space" is equal io the expression "tied to the beginning
of time".

13This is not a mutual replacement of space and time, this is just an interchange of
images.
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such description of the Universe is impossible. The consideration of two subrealities allow

to interpret the "violet galaxies" as the galaxies of time subreaSity.

The consideration of electromagnetic properties of our reality permits to find out the

connection between the "isotrophy of time" and the electric charge conservation law. In

addition the geometry description of the electric charge mechanism deserves attention.

It is shown here, in contradiction to the accepted opinion, that the electric charge of

our reality has a pseudoscalar (in respect to "particles") nature and not scalar. This

gives the way for the right interpretation of the symmetry of electric (axial vector) and

magnetic (polar vector) fields. The new approach gives the possibility to modify Maxwell's

equations making them fully symmetrical, it is shown as well that in the electromagnetic

phenomena, described by ttie vector product, the electric charge has an axial vector

symmetry.
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FlJURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l Geometric images used to describe the symmetry of space and time, (a) polar

vector, complete symmetry group oo/mmra; (b) right (negative) pseudoscalar; (c)

left (positive) pseudoscalar, the symmetry group of pseudoscalars oaloo/mmm; (d)

axial vector, symmetry group oolmmm,; (e) negative scalar; (f) positive scalar, the

symmetry group of scalars oo/oo/mmm.

Fig.2 Graphic presentation of the relations describing real physical phenomena, which

satisfy the time inversion, operation T — \ — c. If the image changes the sign

with operation T = I = c the symbol minus (-) underline it, if the image does not

change the sign by operation T = 1 = c - the symbol plus (+) underline it. The

last part of the figure does not satisfy to operation T — 1 = c and does not describe

the real phenomenon of our reality.

Fig.3 Geometric images of some elementary particles to describe their symmetry.

Fig.4 Graphic presentation of the relations describing real physical phenomena of time

subreality, which satisfy the operation changing the sign of space P = I = C.

Fig.5 "Mixture" and interactions of particles of time and space subrealities, appeared

after Big Bang.

Fig.6 Images of particles equally transformed with operation 1 and |lj . (a) neutrinos;

(b) K^-mesons.

Fig.7 Geometric interpretation of neutron 0 decay.

Fig.8 /C-rnesons after Big Bang, (a) components of our reality; (b) components of time

subreality; (c) /f^-meson unequally presenting just both subrealities; (d) /f°-meson;

(e) AVmesons; (f) A^-mesons,

Fig.9 Conventional presentation the space and time of two subrealities. (a) space subre-

ality; (b) time subreality.

Fig, 10 Hand's arid gyroscope symmetry rules, (a) vectors "force" (1), "flow" (2) and

rotation (3); (b) the rule of "hands"; (c) axial vectors in the gyroscope rule.

Fig.ll Scale rule for pseudoscalar (a) and scalar {b} interactions.
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Fig.]2 Space and time images to describe revolving motion induced by external forces

in our reality. 1,2,3-images of space; 4,5-images of time

Fig.13 Pseudoscalar electric charges, (a) negative charge ("electron"); (b) positive charge

("proton", "positron"); (c) electric dipole, electric field; (d) magnetic field; (e) "elec-

tric current".

Fig. 14 Mutual orientation of electric and magnetic fields, (a) linear electric field and

closed into the ring transversal magnetic fbld; (b) linear magnetic field and closed

into the ring transversal electric field.

Fig.15 Maxwell's equations for pseudoscalar charge, (a) the first equation; (b) the second

equation.

Fig.16 Electromagnetic interactions (the second Maxwell equation).
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